Hello Everyone,

Simple K12 Community Website is an amazing tool that our Innovative Plan has purchased for your use. There will be some sessions that we might all do together from time to time and others are for you to choose and learn! There are great webinars (both live and on-demand), resources, the ability to talk to other teachers, and lessons ready for you at your fingertips. Webinars usually run a half an hour.

Here are some activities to try for our Scavenger Hunt. You have 2 weeks to complete all of the following and then we can share what we learn together:

Profile:
• Set up your Profile by completing all information and uploading a picture
• Change your password if desired

Webinars:
• Go to the Webinars Link on the Black Bar on top of the screen and register for two upcoming webinars of your choice
• Go to the Course Catalog by clicking on the Courses tab under the rotating banner, click on a topic of your choice and bookmark at least two webinars under that topic. You have two weeks to complete both webinars

Shared Resources
• Go to the Shared Resources Link on the Black Bar on top of the screen, browse through the resources and make at least one comment on a resource of your choice
• On the Shared Resources page, click on the Share button and upload a resource of your choice. This could be a lesson plan, a document or website you like

Forums
• Go to the Forums Link on the Black Bar on top of the screen, browse through the ongoing discussion boards and start a new topic or comment on an ongoing discussion

Connections
• Click on the “more” link on the Connections area below the Profile section on the right and connect with at least 1 member of the Community. You can connect with each other if you wish.

Take a look around!! Have fun! We are 21st Century learners just like our students!